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What would the world be like if 80 percent of the population manifested superpowers called

â€œQuirksâ€•? Heroes and villains would be battling it out everywhere! Being a hero would mean

learning to use your power, but where would you go to study? The Hero Academy of course! But

what would you do if you were one of the 20 percent who were born Quirkless? The U.A. High

sports festival is a chance for the budding heroes to show their stuff and find a superhero mentor.

The students have already struggled through a grueling preliminary round, but now they have to

team up to prove theyâ€™re capable of moving on to the next stage. The whole country is watching,

and so are the shadowy forces that attacked the academyâ€¦
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This volume was really entertaining! The sports festival is raging on - and its not your ordinary

sports festival mind you. Teamwork is tested as well as individual skills. By now I have a new

favorite - a bit problematic - character next to Midoriya which would be Todoroki! He is strong, but at

the same time we barely know anything about him or his past. Mysterious! What's more, he seems

to be determined to win against Midoriya which gives an amazing opportunity for Midoriya to come

up with strategies/ways to win on his own - since he still can't really control his own power just yet.It

ends with a big cliffhanger, and I am sure I would have thrown the book across the room if I didn't

have volume 5 at hand to continue reading lmao XD



With the big 3 dying off - except for One piece - this will be sure to claim a spot on the throne. I

REFUSE to read online and get excited when my new volumes come in. This series, is the next big

thing.As for this volume, it was great. Awesome development, and we learn a lot about the

characters, including Deku's new rival ;)))))Buy this if you love manga!

I'm a big fan of My Hero Academia, and I'm glad that the fourth volume comes out. Every chapter

gets really exciting and it always keeps me hanging of what happens next. The sports festival arc is

by far one of the best.

So My Hero Acedemia doesn't really really have the most original story when it comes to manga's.

I'm sure people have already made the comparisons to other stories like One Punch Man and other

battle manga's but it still brings enough to the table own its own with the first half having a unique

set of powers continued to be displayed. And I was kinda worried because we introduced a lot of

characters in the previous volumes and was worried that this characters were just background

characters or just here for the action scenes but we do get a little of development and some

background information for a few characters. The only thing I'm worried about is not surprising we're

getting a one-on-one tournament and I hope this book doesn't become just straight action and

continues developing characters and show more of the hero sprit that they have been with the last

volumes.

A great volume action-packed with battles but also gives us great insight into a lot of characters.

The book starts off with a team challenge where the contestants divide themselves into teams of

four and play until four teams have captured all the points. Then the rest of the book does

one-on-one battles with the remaining sixteen players ending before the final battle. While the main

character is developing and gaining in his powers it is the close look at all the various side

characters which really makes this volume shine. My favourite of the series so far!

Todoroki is so cool but such a pain in the ass with that attitude. I can't wait to see what kacchan &

uraraka will do. Deku still crying, I'm still crying. God, I love this series.

The sports festival is by far my favorite arc yet. We get a lot of character development, not only from

our main character but also from the supporting cast. Favorite volume yet!



it came early!! the book came in good and it was all nice!! i was happy that i got it!
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